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In many ways the food and bever-

age industry is still stuck in the last 

century. The majority of this indus-

try relies far too much on manual 

processes and has not leveraged 

technology to drive operational ex-

cellence in its facilities. Admittedly 

the food and beverage industry fac-

es a set of challenges many other 

industries only face in part. Some 

industries have a strong regulatory environment, others face a highly com-

petitive market with low margins, and yet others face a highly variable raw 

material supply chain.   

The food and beverage industry, however, faces all of these challenges as 

well as others. Whether a small producer with limited resources, a large 

global player, or a producer in between, compliance with safety and health 

regulations, margin pressures, retailer demands, varying consumer tastes 

and the variability in supply, in part driven by climatic conditions in key grow-

ing regions are all impacting the industry. With so many factors outside its 

control, the industry must focus on those which it can, and Asset Perfor-

mance Management (APM) is one area food and beverage companies can 

directly leverage to impact their bottom line.  

In this Research Spotlight LNS Research will discuss how leading compa-

nies today are leveraging APM and Smart Connected Assets to overcome 

these industry challenges. Specifically, LNS Research will discuss: 

 The state of APM investment and capability in the food and beverage 

industry today 

 The most important trends surrounding the industry 

 The role of APM and smart connected assets in accelerating Operational 

Excellence initiatives 

 Recommended actions for success 
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 Research Demographics 

This Research Spotlight examines the business oriented responses from 

over 400 industry respondents globally, of which 53% were from North 

America, 25% from Europe, and 22% were from the rest of the world.  

Job titles ranged from President to Staff and job functions were generally 

evenly split between operations, quality, corporate, compliance, and IT. For 

the APM specific survey questions the relative percentages remained com-

paratively similar but the total number of respondents from the industry 

ranged from 15 to 30 depending on the specific question and the job func-

tions were tightly aligned with the engineering and maintenance organiza-

tions.  

Challenges Facing the Food and Beverage Industries 

Many of the challenges facing the food and beverage industry are beyond 

the control of the companies in this segment. Government regulations are 

likely to increase both on the health and safety front as well from a sustain-

ability perspective and once enacted there is little the industry can do but 

comply. The key is to ensure the cost of compliance is minimized. This 

same principal applies to retailer demands as well – compliance at minimal 

cost. When asked what was the biggest trend the industry was facing to-

day 114 respondents identified compliance with the Food Safety and Mod-

ernization Act as their top issue with supply chain and labeling and tracea-

bility rounding out the top three challenges as shown in Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1: What Are the Most Important Trends Impacting Food and Beverage Compa-

nies Today? 
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In response to these challenges the industry has identified a number of stra-

tegic objectives to pursue with improving manufacturing efficiency emerging 

as the top objective with customer service and ensuring compliance rounding 

out the top three as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: What Is the Top Operational Objective of Your Company? (n=324) 

With this diverse set of challenges and the desire to improve operational effi-

ciency the industry has come to the realization that “healthy assets are the 

foundation of a healthy business,” and that APM is a driving force in ensuring 

that production assets remain healthy.  

Still, the industry recognizes that improving operation performance is a key 

result when asset performance is better managed. Figure 3 on the following 

page delineates the top objectives for food and beverage companies when it 

comes to deploying APM. 
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 Figure 3: What Is the Number 1 Strategic Objective for Improving Asset Performance in 

Your Organization? (n=20) 

In fact the industry, like the larger population that responded to the survey, 

80% indicated improved operational performance as one of its top three ob-

jectives. 

State of APM in the F&B Industries Today 
The food and beverage industry has not been as quick to adopt advanced 

APM tools as some of the more asset intensive industries like the oil and gas 

or mining industries. Even though the F&B has some facilities that run 24x7 

during the peak harvest season or during periods of peak demand related to 

seasonal variations the majority of the industry operates in an environment 

that is more traditional with off-shifts to accommodate maintenance activities. 

Unlike asset intensive industries like oil & gas, mining or utilities, the food and 

beverage sector has not invested heavily in APM. Survey data shows pen 

and paper based solutions and spreadsheets reign as the dominant ways of 

managing APM processes as shown in Figure 4. 
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 Figure 4: How Do You Currently Manage APM Systems, Processes, and Performance? 

(n=20) 

As shown in Figure 5, the majority of the respondents in this sector also do 

not plan on changing their spending on APM over the next 12 months as well. 

Figure 5: What Are Your Plans Regarding APM Spending Or Investment Over The Next 

12 Months? (n=20) 
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 And as Figure 6 shows the spending that does occur is relatively small com-

pared to the much higher average we see in asset intensive industries. 

Figure 6: What Is The Typical Budget For An APM Project Within Your Company? (n=16) 

Given the focus on Operational Excellence, product quality, and compliance 

in the industry it becomes clear that the contribution of APM to these initia-

tives needs to be better understood in the industry.  

What Is Operational Excellence? 
LNS Research’s model for Operational Excellence is based on the principle 

that it can only be achieved through the optimal combination of people, pro-

cess, and technology. People without the proper processes or lacking appro-

priate technology can never achieve Operational Excellence just as all the 

technology in the world or process definition are both useless unless people 

support them. The LNS Research model also is based on the premise that 
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 supporting the three elements of Operational Excellence are pillars of perfor-

mance as shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 7: The Pillars of Operational Excellence 

In some industries, like food and beverage, additional pillars such as “New 

Product Design & Introduction” or “Supply Chain Management” may also be 

relevant.  

LNS Research’s position is that if these pillars are not all managed and opti-

mized equally, then the entire business is at risk of failure, visualized on the 

following page in Figure 8. Any failure in one area puts the enterprise at risk, 

and failure in two or more pillars is a certain path to failure. 
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 Figure 8: Risk of Unbalanced Performance 

With the food and beverage industries’ exposure to risk for failing to achieve 

compliance with government regulatory requirements and customer quality 

demands, Operational Excellence, which the industry acknowledges is criti-

cal, should be a senior management focus area. 

What Are Smart Connected Assets and How Do They Relate 

to APM? 
LNS Research contends that the path to Operational Excellence today re-

quires the deployment of Smart Connected Operations (see Figure 9 on the 

following page), which is built using Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) ena-

bled devices or Smart Connected Assets. 
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 Figure 9: LNS Research Model for Smart Connected Operations 

The value Smart Connected Operations brings to this industry is an improved 

level of performance that extends both upstream and downstream in the food 

and beverage value chain. It also facilitates the shift to higher levels of auto-

mation and, eventually, autonomous operations. At the core of this model is 

enabling IIoT devices, which LNS Research refers to as Smart Connected 

Assets. 

Figure 10: Smart Connected Assets 
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 These IIoT enabled assets are important in the transformation of the food and 

beverage industry since plant equipment reliability affects so many other ele-

ments of Operational Excellence. If plant manufacturing equipment is not op-

erating properly it is unlikely that quality can be maintained or that utilities like 

energy, water, or steam are being used efficiently. It is likely that there will be 

safety issues if the equipment fails and an operator is in close proximity.  

Clearly Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) suffers since OEE is calculat-

ed as the product of reliability, quality, and production. Compliance with gov-

ernment regulations which, noted earlier, is a critical concern in the industry, 

becomes far more difficult if plant equipment is not reliable or fails. APM is the 

mechanism by which food and beverage manufacturers can improve equip-

ment reliability greatly improving the operational risk profile of their manufac-

turing facilities. 

Getting Started With the Smart Connected Asset Evolution 
The path forward the food and beverage industry needs to take is one that 

embraces the IIoT, Smart Connected Assets, and the pursuit of Operational 

Excellence. Plant equipment reliability is critical in reducing operational risk. 

Whether looking at issues around safety and the environment, energy and 

resources, quality or operational productivity, plant assets are at the core of 

the business.  

The LNS Research mantra regarding plant equipment is that “healthy assets 

are the foundation of a healthy business,” and it applies to the food and bever-

age industry as much or more than it applies in others due to the regulatory 

environment and the fallout from shipping contaminated or unhealthy products 

or the risk of failing to meet weight and quality standards. 

The first step in making the transition to Smart Connected Operations is to 

understand what the current manufacturing environment is. In many cases 

repair or modernization efforts have resulted in IIoT devices already starting to 

populate the plant floor. Usually the full capability of these devices is not 

tapped since they were installed to replace an older device that had a singular 

function. Understanding what is currently in place facilitates a much better po-

sition from which to move to IIoT enabled APM. 

The second step is to define the vision of what an APM portfolio of solutions 

should deliver from a business value perspective. Understanding goals from 

an APM perspective is critical, as is defining how APM will actually help 
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 achieve those business objectives. This is the process element. 

Then the portfolio of technology that will actually help achieve objectives 

needs to be defined, and the architecture of the APM approach created and 

laid out. This is the technology element. 

When process and technology blueprints are understood, vendors that can 

best deliver this APM portfolio should be selected. Focus on getting as much 

as possible from as few vendors as possible all without sacrificing functionali-

ty or capability. Additionally, whatever vendors considered should be willing to 

work within a heterogeneous environment and agnostic from a connectivity 

perspective. Select vendors that also have domain knowledge about the is-

sues facing the food and beverage sector. There are many good solutions in 

the APM space and the fastest deployment usually comes when supplier(s) 

know a business well.  

Finally throughout the entire process make sure to solicit and incorporate the 

perspectives from all impacted stakeholders, from senior management to op-

erators and maintenance technicians on the plant floor. No APM project can 

succeed unless the end users actually use the technology made available to 

them to them. They need to buy in from all affected parties. This is the people 

element.  

Summary and Recommendations  
Given the challenges and issues facing the food and beverage industry most 

companies in this sector are missing a significant opportunity to improve oper-

ations and drive towards operational excellence while lowering operational 

risk and enhancing quality and compliance. They should: 

 Learn about the IIoT and smart connected assets 

 Remember that an asset does not need to be big or expensive to be criti-

cal  

 Understand what Operational Excellence is and how Smart Connected 

Operations can help them in that pursuit 

 Commit to using APM as a tool to improve reliability to reap benefits in all 

areas 

 Craft a vision of what they believe their plant can accomplish from a Smart 

Connected Operations and Assets perspective 

When process and tech-

nology blueprints are 

understood, vendors 

that can best deliver on 

an APM portfolio should 

be selected.  
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LNS Research provides advisory and benchmarking services to 
help Line-of-Business, IT, and Industrial Automation executives 
make critical business and operational decisions. LNS research 
focuses on providing insights into the key business processes, 
metrics, and technologies adopted in industrial operations.  

Author: Dan Miklovic, Principal Analyst, 
dan.miklovic@lnsresearch.com 
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 Invest in IIoT technology going forward  

 Build out their APM architecture using a carefully selected set of suppli-
ers that can deliver on their vision 

 Ensure buy-in from all parties from the senior managers all the way to 
the plant floor operators and technicians  
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